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FEATURES
• Ideal when space is tight and you need

to consolidate multiple switches.
• Custom-built to your specifications.
• Pick the switches you need, and we’ll

install them in the 19-inch Rackmount
Chassis that best fits your application! 

• Female connectors are standard on 
each switch.

• Male connectors are available for an
additional charge per connector.

• If you order fewer switches than the
maximum number the chassis will hold,
you can specify additional punchouts 
for future expansion—free! Just ask
Tech Support for your Free Punches
Code when you order!

• Choose either a Standard Chassis
(SR000A) or a Mini Chassis (SR001A). 
The maximum number of switches that
will fit in either chassis style is indicated
in the Tech Specs.

• Guaranteed for life!

OVERVIEW
Rackmount switches are ideal when space is tight and you

need to consolidate multiple switches. Each rackmount switch
is custom-built to your specifications. Pick the switches you
need, and we’ll install them in the 19" Rackmount Chassis 
that best fits your application.

If you order fewer switches than the maximum number 
the chassis holds, you can specify additional punchouts for
future expansion—FREE!

Most switches are available with male or female connect-
ors. For details, call our FREE Tech Support at 724-746-5500.

First, choose a Standard or Mini Chassis.
Our Standard Rackmount Chassis (SR000A) fits a standard

rack. It holds up to eight switch modules, depending on switch
size. The Tech Specs (right) show how many switches of 
each type you can install in each Rackmount Chassis. To mix
switches in a Rackmount Chassis, contact Tech Support. 

Our Mini Rackmount Chassis (SR001A) occupies only 
3.5 inches (8.9 cm) of vertical space. It generally holds either 
three ABC or two ABCDE switches. 

Then, pick the switches for your application.
Be sure to select switches with connectors that match your

cables and equipment, the correct pinning, and the number of
switch positions you need. (Remember that an ABC switch has
just two positions, not three.) 

You can mix several types of switches in the same chassis.
If you decide to mix and match, our Tech Support experts can
tell you the maximum number of switches you can install in
each chassis. 

If necessary, specify punchouts.
If there’s space left over in your Rackmount Chassis,

remember to plan for future expansion by specifying
punchouts—extra holes for additional switches. If you want
to add switches to the Rackmount Chassis at any time in the
future, simply specify the type of switch you’d like a punchout
for when you order. There’s no extra charge! Our Tech
Support experts can provide the FREE Punches Code you’ll
need to use when ordering.

Need help?
Contact Tech Support—our experts can help you

determine the configuration that’s best for your application.

TECH SPECS
Number of Switches per Chassis (Maximum) —

Standard (SR000A):
SR025, SR088, SR084, SR015, SR020: 8;
SR026, SR058, SR054: 5;
SR027: 6;
SR059, SR090: 4;

Mini (SR001A):
SR025, SR088, SR084, SR015, SR020, SR027: 3;
SR026, SR058, SR054: 2;
SR059, SR090: 1

Size — Standard: 7"H x 19"W x 5.9"D (17.8 x 48.3 x 15 cm);
Mini: 3.5"H x 19"W x 5.9"D (8.9 x 48.3 x 15 cm)

Item Code

Rackmount Chassis
Standard SR000A
Mini SR001A

Rackmountable DB25 Manual Switches
ABC (25 Leads)

8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR025-FFF
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR025-FFM
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR025-MMF
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR025-MMM

ABC (12 Leads)
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR088-FFF
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR084-FFF
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR015-FFF
8 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR020-FFF
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR026-FFFFF
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR026-FFMFF
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR026-MMFMM
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR026-MMMMM
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR058-FFFFF

ABCDE (4 Leads)
5 per Standard, 2 per Mini SR054-FFFFF

X (25 Leads)
6 per Standard, 3 per Mini SR027-FFFF

6-to-1 Parallel
4 per Standard, 1 per Mini SR059

6-to-1 Serial
4 per Standard, 1 per Mini SR090


